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RRobbie "Air" Bourobbie "Air" Bourdon _ Go Bigdon _ Go Big

The entire Stinky series shares a The entire Stinky series shares a 
completely revamped and even stronger completely revamped and even stronger 

Stinky frameset _ Seriously strong custom Stinky frameset _ Seriously strong custom 
designed Kona Clump 7005 Aluminum designed Kona Clump 7005 Aluminum 

tubeset _ Massive forged chainstay yoke, tubeset _ Massive forged chainstay yoke, 
seatstay yoke & dropouts and huge seatstay yoke & dropouts and huge 

chainstays for powerful acceleration _ chainstays for powerful acceleration _ 
Reinforced straight seattube allows wider Reinforced straight seattube allows wider 

seatpost height variation _ Massive seatpost height variation _ Massive 
reinforced contact area at headtube _ Five reinforced contact area at headtube _ Five 
BIG inches of front and rear wheel travel _ BIG inches of front and rear wheel travel _ 
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Kona Clump 7005 
Aluminum Tubes _ Huge 

square – oval taper 
shape for huge 

mainframe strength _ 
Joined in a powerful 

mass at the headtube 
so gussetting and 

extra welding are not 
necessary _ 



TruVativ ISIS Drive Splined Bottom 
Bracket _ A step up in bottom bracket 

technology _ Finally a system that 
works in the Out of Bounds _ With 

more than double the contact area of 
other systems _ The strongest 

crank/BB interface _ 


Check out the 
Clump riders in New 
World Disorder _


Dik Cox _ 
North Shore Boy _ 
Factory Clump 
Manager
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Robbie "Air" Bourdon _ Go Big

The entire Stinky series shares a 
completely revamped and even stronger 

Stinky frameset _ Seriously strong custom 
designed Kona Clump 7005 Aluminum 

tubeset _ Massive forged chainstay yoke, 
seatstay yoke & dropouts and huge 

chainstays for powerful acceleration _ 
Reinforced straight seattube allows wider 

seatpost height variation _ Massive 
reinforced contact area at headtube _ Five 
BIG inches of front and rear wheel travel _ 
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Kona Factory Team Clump
Out of Bounds is a term that really defines the New
School of Mountain Biking _ After all Free Riding only
describes riding that isnÕt competition _ The New Breed
rides with so much intensity that it pushes the limits of
off-road beyond recognition every day _ Out of Bounds
trails start with the most demanding terrain and go
beyond there with a circus of ramps, ladders, teeter-tot-
ters and drop-offs that would be unrecognizable to the
pioneers of mountain biking _ The Kona Stinky series
started off as an adapted 4-bar dual suspension
Downhill machine that could provide a solid
platform for extreme riderÕs styles but allow
them to ride all day without the need to shuttle
_ These bikes are heavy, all right Ð 35 pounds
and more Ð because they have to be _ Five
inches of front and rear travel with the strongest and
most reliable parts to handle the toughest conditions _
Stinky _ The Smell is Sublime _

out of bounds dual suspensionout of bounds dual suspensionout of bounds dual suspension
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ChrChris donahue _ Cris donahue _ Crazazy cany canuckuck

bobby rbobby root _ Big Island Boyoot _ Big Island Boy

John CowJohn Cowan _ Superan _ Supermanman

Stealthy & Sublime _ Top Rankin' Stealthy & Sublime _ Top Rankin' 
Stinky with Everything you ever wanted Stinky with Everything you ever wanted 
or need in Big Travel _ Not only is every or need in Big Travel _ Not only is every 

part Top Notch but the Pseudopod part Top Notch but the Pseudopod 
Grips also Glow In The Dark _Grips also Glow In The Dark _

Every feature important to Every feature important to 
Out of Bounds riding is here _  Out of Bounds riding is here _  
Five inch Bomber fork _ Fox Five inch Bomber fork _ Fox 
adjustable coil-over shock _ adjustable coil-over shock _ 

Splined ISIS Drive and Splined ISIS Drive and 
TruVativ DH crank _ Super TruVativ DH crank _ Super 

strong wheels with Sun rims strong wheels with Sun rims 
 & Tioga DH tires _ 100%  & Tioga DH tires _ 100% 

ready for the disc brakes of ready for the disc brakes of 
your choice _ your choice _ 
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willy armpit _
primo bucket hat _
primo jersey _
air time shorts _
primo socks _

Hayes Disc Brakes since 1946 
for Harley & Caterpillar _ 

Zinc Master Cylinder _ 
Stainless Steel Disc _ Kevlar 

Woven Hose _ Reliable & 
Modulated – Wet & Dry _ No 
Fading _ Free Running _ 



Chris donahue _ Crazy canuck

bobby root _ Big Island Boy

John Cowan _ Superman             

Stealthy & Sublime _ Top Rankin' 
Stinky with Everything you ever wanted 
or need in Big Travel _ Not only is every 

part Top Notch but the Pseudopod 
Grips also Glow In The Dark _

Every feature important to 
Out of Bounds riding is here _  
Five inch Bomber fork _ Fox 
adjustable coil-over shock _ 

Splined ISIS Drive and 
TruVativ DH crank _ Super 

strong wheels with Sun rims 
 & Tioga DH tires _ 100% 

ready for the disc brakes of 
your choice _ 
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www.konaworld.com/clump.html

What’s With the Warranty"
ThereÕs something weÕve got to tell you up front _
Kona Out of Bounds, Dual Suspension and Downhill
bikes are not an invitation to a wreckerÕs ball _
TheyÕre a tool for high performance enjoyment _
We probably build our OB, DS and DH bikes
stronger than anyone has ever built a bike _ Yet
anything can be broken, if you do the right Ð wrong
move _ Ride Out of Bounds, you take responsibility
for yourself and your equipment _ Just RidinÕ Along
is not a valid ticket to warranty _ 

the smell is sublimethe smell is sublimethe smell is sublime




